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Abstract 

In this study, the effect of three polymer flocculants, polyacrylamide (PAM), Magnafloc 

1011 (MF) and Al(OH)3-polyacrylamide (Al-PAM), on the settling of mineral freshwater 

and saline tailings was investigated. The settling of tailings significantly depends on 

solution salinity, polymer flocculant type and dosage. MF was identified as the most 

efficient flocculant among the three polymers to enhance the settling of freshwater and 

saline tailings. The flocculation mechanism of MF was further studied through model 

clay (i.e. kaolinite) under controlled solution conditions. The maximum initial settling 

rate (ISR) of kaolinite was found to increase with the addition of NaCl and CaCl2 at the 

cost of higher MF consumption. Using multiple advanced techniques, the interaction 

between MF molecules and clay particles were probed. The results indicate that the 

different settling behaviors of MF treated tailings of various salinities were mainly due to 

the change of polymer conformations and polymer-particle interactions in the 

suspensions. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Mineral processing in seawater and challenges in saline tailings treatment 

Globally water restrictions are becoming a critical issue for many mines due to the 

shortage of available fresh water or government and social constraints. Therefore a great 

need for increased water recycling and reuse, or alternative water resource has been 

raised. Since seawater is the most abundant water reservoir of the earth [1], increasing 

attention has been paid to using seawater or diluted seawater as an alternative mineral 

processing medium. 

Considerable efforts have been made to study the mineral flotation in seawater or 

recycled process water. Studies on mineral  flotation in saline water were reviewed in a 

recently published paper [2]. It was found that 0.5 M NaCl solution was capable for the 

flotation of naturally hydrophobic minerals (i.e. bituminous coals) without any organic 

agents [3, 4]. It was found through the flotation of methylated model silica that the 

flotation of above mentioned minerals in concentrated salt solution was due to the 

decreasing of energy barrier opposing the attachment of bubble on mineral particles in 

salt solution [5]. Increasing electrolyte concentration was also found capable for 

preventing bubble coalescence [6]. Therefore fine bubbles can be generated in seawater 

without the addition of frother, which is beneficial for the flotation of minerals. 

Meanwhile the studies of Jan Miller’s group [7, 8] indicated concentrated salt could 

change the bulk and interfacial water structure, which may affect the collector-particle or 

bubble-particle interaction depending on the type of salt. 

The flotation in seawater or recycled process water of high salinity has been 

applied in several plants recently [9-11]. Due to the high cost of transportation of sea 
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water from the coast to the mine, it is critical to maximize the water recycling from the 

tailings impoundment. The quantity and quality of the recycle water are determined by 

the solid-liquid separation, or the dewatering of the tailings. Therefore the dewatering of 

the tailings is of great importance in the reuse of process water. Due to the decreasing 

resources of high-grade ore, lower-grade ore that generates large amounts of very fine 

tailings is increasingly explored [12, 13]. The fine solids in the tailings normally settle 

very slowly, which will not only lead to poor water quality for recycling, but also result 

in a negative impact on the performance of mineral processing operations. Therefore 

multivalent salts (coagulants) and long chain polymers (flocculants) are often used to 

enhance the setting of fine particles.  

The most obvious difference between saline tailings and the regular mineral 

tailings is the high salt content in liquid phase of the tailings. The composition of natural 

seawater is shown in Table 1.1. The ion concentrations may be further increased due to 

the dissolution of minerals and the accumulation during water recycling. The high salt 

content in the saline tailings may change the interaction mechanism between flocculants 

and particles and bring unknown effects to the dewatering process. Given the success in 

the flotation in seawater, the dewatering of tailing of high salinity has not been given 

sufficient attention. 

Table 1.1. Composition of natural seawater (modified from [14]). 

Ion Concentration in nature seawater (mol/kg) 

Cl
- 

0.545 

Na
+
 0.467 

SO4
2-

 0.028 

Mg
2+

 0.054 

Ca
2+

 0.010 

K
+
 0.010 

HCO3
- 

0.002 

Br
- 

0.001 
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1.2 Stability of colloidal system: coagulation and flocculation 

Because the size of fine particles in tailings is usually comparable to the range of 

colloidal particles (1 nm to 1 μm) [15], the theories in colloidal system are often used to 

explain the sedimentation of fine particles in tailings. Particles of the same material exert 

mutual attraction forces, known as van der Waals forces, in colloidal suspensions. 

However agglomeration of the particles is usually prevented by the electrical double layer 

repulsion forces between particles in suspensions of low and medium electrolyte 

concentration. The balance between the van der Waals attraction and the electrical double 

layer repulsion will determine the stability of the colloid system. 

Since mineral tailing particles commonly carry negative charges in neutral or 

alkaline condition, multivalent electrolytes are used as coagulants to reduce the electrical 

double layer repulsion. Inorganic salts containing highly charged ions, such as Al
3+

, Fe
3+

 

and Ca
2+

 have been long used for this purpose. The positively charged ions mentioned 

above act as counter ions or potential determining ions that can compress the range of the 

electrical double layer repulsive force or even neutralize the surface charge of the 

particles respectively. 

The flocculation of the colloidal particles involves the formation of relatively open 

agglomerates by the ‘bridging’ effect of long chain polymers between separated particles 

[16, 17]. These polymers are so-called flocculants, which were used to be natural 

materials such as gelatine and glue, but now increasingly substituted by synthetic 

materials. Polyacrylamide (PAM) based flocculants are a widely used flocculant family 

in industry [18]. The majority of commercial polyacrylamide flocculants are anionic, 
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since they tend to be of higher molecular weight and less expensive than cationic ones. 

Moreover the negatively charged loops and trains dangles away from the negatively 

charged surfaces, providing more chance for forming bridging with other particles.  

Coagulation and flocculation are sometimes simultaneously used to enhance the 

settling of mineral tailings [19]. Salts can not only compress the double layer and reduce 

the repulsion between particles but can change the conformation of some charged 

flocculants [20]. Multivalent ions, such as Ca
2+

 and Mg
2+

 could form flocculant-

flocculant and flocculant-particle complexation, which will enhance the bridging between 

particles. In saline tailings, the synergic effect of salts and flocculants may lead to 

different flocculation behavior than that in tailings of normal salinity. Therefore the study 

of the flocculation of saline tailings is of both fundamental and practical importance. 

1.3 Review of the effect of salt on tailings treatment using flocculants 

Considerable research has been done on the polymer enhanced settling of industrial 

and model tailings [21-26]. Polymer type and charge property [27, 28], polymer 

adsorption on particle surfaces [26], solution chemistry [27, 29] and aggregates structure 

[30] were studied to elucidate corresponding settling behaviors. Although most of the 

studies regarding the effect of salt were limited to the low to medium salt concentration, 

they could provide valuable prediction of the impact of high salt. 

Measurement of settling rates and floc size are two commonly used methods to 

characterize the flocculation behavior. It was found that the addition of 8 mM Mg
2+

 or 

Ca
2+

 could enhance the settling rate of oil sands tailings with 20 ppm anionic PAM [19]. 

Similar results were reported for kaolinite suspension treated by 500 g/ton of solid 

anionic PAM with 0.001 M Ca
2+

 at pH 10.5 and Mn
2+

 at pH 7.5 [27], and increased 
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kaolinite floc size and flocculation rate were also found with the addition of  NaCl and 

MgCl2 of concentration up to 1 M and 0.5 M respectively without flocculant treatment 

[31]. 

The mechanism of flocculation in salt solutions was studied in microscopic scale 

using scanning electron microscope (SEM), atomic force microscope (AFM) et al. Zbik 

et al. [30] used cryo-SEM technique to reveal the impact of pH and salt to the structure of 

kaolinite aggregates. The aggregate structure was changed from largely edge-edge (EE) 

orientation or separate chain aggregates in 0.01 M NaCl to less elongated and rather 

irregular structure with preferable edge-face (EF) orientation in 0.00025 M CaCl2. This 

structure change reduced the intra-aggregate pore size but enlarged the distance between 

aggregates. This observation was in good correlation with the previous study shown that 

the addition of divalent cations can increase settling rates [17]. The addition of anionic 

PAM into kaolinite solution mentioned above did not change the orientation of kaolinite 

but caused the aggregates to associate by bridging flocculation, which increased the size 

of flocs. Therefore the settling rates were higher than kaolinite solution with barely 

correspond salt. Long et al. [32] measured the interaction between two silica surfaces in 

aqueous solution. They evaluated the effect of anionic PAM dosage, solution pH and the 

addition of Ca
2+

 and Mg
2+

 and attributed the increasing settling rates of oil sand tailings 

[19] to the enhanced bridging between particles and polymers by the divalent cations. 

Single molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS) was also applied to measure the interaction 

between single polyelectrolyte and surfaces [33, 34]. 

1.4 Intermolecular and surface forces 

The polymer-aid flocculation process is essentially the process during which 

polymer-surface and polymer-polymer interactions take place. Therefore the 
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understanding intermolecular and surface forces, such as van de Waals forces, 

electrostatic force, polymer bridging force and steric repulsive force are of great 

importance to the interpretation of flocculation phenomena. 

1.4.1 van der Waals forces 

The van der Waals forces, named after Dutch scientist Johannes Diderik van der 

Waals, is the total effect of the attractive or repulsive forces between molecules or 

between groups within the same molecule, excluding those due to bonds formation, the 

hydrogen bonds or electrical interaction of ions with another ion or neutral molecular 

[35]. Three kinds of interactions contribute to the van der Waals forces: dipole-dipole 

interactions (Keesom force), dipole-induced dipole interactions (Debye force) and 

instantaneous induced dipole-induced dipole interactions (London dispersion force). Van 

der Waals forces are generally considered existing between all atoms and molecules. 

They play a role in many important phenomena such as surface tension & wetting, the 

flocculation of particles in liquids as well as the liquefaction of noble gases. However 

they are relatively weak compared to forces induced by covalent bonds or electrostatic 

interactions between ions. The magnitude of the force decays quickly with increasing 

distance (D) between objects. For example, the van der Waals forces between two atoms 

are proportional to D
-7

. In macroscopic scale, the van der Waals forces also depend on the 

geometries of the interacting objects. For example, the van der Waals force between two 

flat surfaces can be expressed as 
3/ 6 F A D  and for a sphere of radius R and a flat 

surface it’s
2/ 6 F AR D . A is the Hamaker constant defined as 2

1 2  A C , where C 

is the coefficient in the atom-atom pair potential and ρ1 and ρ2 are the number of atoms 

per unit volume in the two bodies. The Hamaker constant A is dependent on the nature of 

the interacting objects. 
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1.4.2 Electrostatic double layer (EDL) force 

Systems in which van der Waals forces alone play a determining role in the total 

interaction are limited to a few simple systems such as interactions in vacuum. In more 

complex systems, such as colloidal systems, long-range electrostatic forces are involved 

and are critical to the stability of the systems. When the particle surface is immersed in an 

aqueous environment, a structure called electrical double layer (EDL) is formed on 

the surface. The common mechanisms for the formation of double layer include (1) 

preferential (or differential) solution of surface ions, (2) direct ionization of surface 

groups, (3) substitution of surface ions, (4) specific ion adsorption, and (5) charges 

deriving from specific crystal structures [15]. A schematic of the double layer 

structure around a positively charged particle is shown in Figure 1.1. The particle 

surface carries positive or negative charge due to aforementioned reasons. The ions 

that carry opposite charge of the surface, namely counter-ions, are accumulated near 

the surface to compensate the surface charge and form so-called double layer. The 

first layer is composed of immobile counterions that adsorbed on the surface. 

Because the closest distance that a counter ion can approach to the surface is limited 

by the size of the counterions, the counterion charge is separated from the surface. 

The layer between the surface charge and the charge in the plane of the centers of the 

absorbed counter ions form the first layer called Stern layer, in which the electric 

potential drops linearly with the distance. The potential on particle surface is Ψ0 and 

that on Stern layer is ΨS. The second layer called diffusive layer consists of 

counterions that normally obey the Poisson-Boltzmann distribution: 

/2 2

0/ ( / )    

   iz e kT

i i

i

d dx z e e   (1.1) 
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where x is the distance from the Stern plane, z is the valence of the ion, e is the charge of 

an electron, ρ∞ is the counter ion density in bulk, ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum and ε is 

the relative dielectric constant. If the Stern potential is relatively small (< 25 mV), 

/ ze kTe  can be expanded by Taylor’s series, from which a simplified solution of Ψ can be 

solved, known as Debye–Hückel equation: 

  x

x se  (1.2) 

where 0

2 2

1
( )
 

  

 
i i i

kT

e z
 is identified as the electrical double layer thickness or the 

‘Debye length’. When two surfaces (particles) carry the same sign of charge are brought 

close, the electrical double layers of the two surfaces become overlapped. The repulsive 

force is generated by the osmotic repulsion of the counter ions in the double layers. When 

the concentration or the valence of the ions increases, the thickness of the double layer  

(κ-1
) is reduced. Therefore the electrical double layer force decays faster. In other word, 

the range of the electrical double layer force is compressed. 

There is a plane inside the diffusive layer called shear plane. The counterions 

inside the diffusive layer move simultaneously with the particle in the liquid due to the 

Coulomb attraction between counterions and the surface. The potential at this plane is the 

zeta potential measured by instruments. Since it’s very difficult to measure the surface 

potential (Ψ0) or the Stern potential (ΨS), zeta potential is commonly used to characterize 

the charge property of the colloidal system. The measurement of the zeta potential is 

based on the electrophoresis phenomenon: when an electric field is applied across the 

solution, charged particles are attracted towards the electrode of opposite charge. 

However the viscous force of the fluid is opposing to this movement. Therefore the 

particles reach a constant velocity when equilibrium of these two forces is achieved. The  
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Figure 1.1. Schematic of electrical double layer structure on a positively charged particle 

surface. 

ratio of the velocity and the electric field strength applied is defined as electrophoretic 

mobility μE. The relation between μE and zeta potential is described by the Smoluchowski 

equation as shown in Equation.(1.3): 

02 ( )

3

  



E

f a
  (1.3) 
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where   is the zeta potential and η is the viscosity of liquid. f(κa) is the so-called 

Henry’s function. When the particles are larger than 0.2 μm, f(κa) = 1.5 is applied, which 

is known as Smoluchowski approximation. For small particles in low dielectric constant 

media, f(κa) = 1 is used, known as Huckel approximation. 

1.4.3 Steric repulsion and bridging force 

In this study, the steric repulsion and bridging force are crucial to the flocculation 

of colloidal particles induced by polymer flocculants. When two particles covered with 

polymers approach each other, the total interactions induced by polymers are polymer-

polymer and polymer-surface interactions. The polymer-polymer interaction usually 

leads to repulsive force referred as steric repulsive force and polymer-surface interaction 

can either lead to repulsive force or attractive force (bridging force). These interactions 

are greatly dependent on the conformation of polymers, which further relies on the 

solvent quality and the properties of the polymer itself [36]. The ideal polymer, whose 

segment rotation is not perturbed by segment-segment interactions, usually presents itself 

as the shape of a random coil. One important length scale of such polymer is the radius of 

gyration: 

0/

6 6
 g

l M Ml n
R   (1.4) 

where l is the length of the repeating unit, n is the total number of the repeating units in a 

polymer, M is the molecular weight of the polymer and M0 is the segment molecular 

weight. 
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Chapter 2 Experimental Techniques 

2.1 Surface forces apparatus (SFA) 

2.1.1 Development of SFA 

Since Tabor and Winterton described the first apparatus that can measure the 

forces between surfaces at the separation as low as 5-30 nm with a 3 Å resolution [1], this 

technique has been developed and improved for several decades [2-4]. 

After the development of early version SFA, the SFA Mk I was described by 

Israelachvili and Adams which can measure the forces between surfaces not only in air or 

vacuum, but in liquids [2]. A motor-driven micrometer and a piezoelectric crystal were 

used to control the approach and separation of two surfaces, which can achieve the range 

of the control from micrometer to the angstrom level. 

After that, an improved model of the Mk I was developed to meet the need in 

interfacial phenomena studies, namely the SFA Mk II [5, 6]. Mk II replace the single 

cantilever spring in Mk I with a double-cantilever spring to increase strength as well as to 

prevent the rotation of surface during the loading of normal forces. More importantly, a 

‘friction device’ was added as an attachment that allowed measurement of frictional 

forces-distance profiles in lateral direction.  

For the requirement in increasingly complex systems, Mk III was developed by 

Israelachvili and McGuiggan during 1985-1989[4]. It was designed for system that 

needed to be totally immersed in liquid and a new attachment called bimorph slider was 

designed for friction measurement[7]. 
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Although Mk III is already very stable and functional, there are still some 

drawbacks such as difficult to manufacture and assemble. Therefore the SFA 2000 was 

designed to address these drawbacks while retaining the good performance of previous 

models.  

2.1.2 SFA 2000 

A schematic of the basic SFA 2000 is shown in Figure 2.1. It is designed to have 

fewer parts so as to be easier to manufacture, clean and operate. The main components 

are the micrometers, the main stage consisting of the central single-cantilever spring, the 

upper and lower disk holders. Two differential micrometers, a fine micrometer driven by 

motor and a piezoelectric tube are used to generate the distance control between surfaces 

in accuracy from millimeters to angstroms. 

 

Figure 2.1. Schematic drawing of SFA 2000 [8]. 
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The schematic of the light path in SFA is shown in Figure 2.2. When a beam of 

light passes through the two back silvered mica surfaces glued on two crossed cylinders 

with the same radius of R, the merging interference light beam is focused on a grating 

spectrometer which generates a series of Fringes of Equal Chromatic Order (FECO) [9, 

10] shown in Figure 2.3. The absolute distance between mica surfaces is monitored 

through the FECO fringe pattern by using an optical technique called multiple beam 

interference (MBI). 

 

Figure 2.2. Schematic of SFA setup [8]. 
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Figure 2.3. FECO fringes for two contacted mica surfaces in air. 

2.1.3 Multiple beam interference (MBI) 

MBI is an optical technique used in the SFA to measure the separation and the 

shape of the surfaces [9, 11]. As previously noted, when white light is directed normally 

through the two back silvered mica surfaces, Newton’s rings are created by the 

transmitted and reflected light near the contact point of the two surfaces. The 

corresponded set of discrete wavelengths is visualized by a spectrometer, which are the 

FECO. When the two surfaces are in contact in air, the FECO are designated by λn
0
 (n = 1, 

2, 3, …). The fringe order, n, is determined by  

0
1

0 0
1



 






nn

n n

 (2.1) 

where 0

1 n  is the next fringe at higher wavelength. When the two surfaces are separated 

by a distance D, the wavelength shift of nth fringe is determined by the refractive index 

of the medium between the surfaces and the original contact positions [12]. 
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where the + sign is given to odd order fringes (n is odd) and the – sign refers to even 

order fringes. /   mica
, where mica

 is the refractive index of mica at D

n  and   is 

the refractive index of the medium. By using equation (2.2), the distance D can be 

determined by measuring the wavelengths shift of an odd fringe and an adjacent even 

fringe. The accuracy is about 0.1 nm when D is in the range of 0-200 nm. 

2.1.4 Normal and adhesive force measurements 

When the surface at the base of the double-cantilever force spring (lower surface) 

is driven approaching to or separating from the upper surface by the differential 

micrometer, motor-driven fine micrometer and/or piezo tube, the interaction forces 

between two surfaces are determined by Hooke’s law: 

( ) ( )   
sp app abs

F D k D D  (2.3) 

where 
spk  is the spring constant of the double-cantilever force spring,  appD  is the travel 

distance of the lower surface and  absD  is the absolute distance between two surfaces 

measured by MBI as illustrated in Figure 2.4. The accuracy of force and distance are 10 

nN and 0.1 nm respectively. 
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Figure 2.4. Schematic of normal and adhesive force measurement. 

The adhesive forces are calculated by 

 
adhesive sp jump

F k D   (2.4) 

where  jumpD  is the distance that the two surfaces jump apart from contact. 

The normal force F is usually normalized by the radius of the surface’s curvature R. 

The measured force can be further converted to the interaction energy per unit area 

between two flat surfaces, ( )flatW D , by the Derjaguin approximation [10]: 

1 2

( ) ( )
( )

22 
 

flat

F D F D
W D

RR R
  (2.5) 
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2.2 Quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) 

2.2.1 Development of QCM-D 

The history of quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) goes back to 1959 when G. 

Sauerbrey discovered the proportional relation between the resonance frequency change 

of a quartz crystal and the mass uptake on itself [13], known as Sauerbrey equation: 


 

f
m C

n
  (2.6) 

where m and f  is the mass and frequency change of the quartz respectively, n is the 

resonance number of the sensor (n = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13) and C is a constant related to the 

physical properties of the quartz. This relation is valid for rigid materials as there are no 

viscoelastic losses. However for viscoelastic materials adsorbed Equation (2.6) trends to 

underestimate the mass uptake. Therefore a new version of QCM was developed [14] to 

monitor the energy dissipation of the vibrating quartz sensor, namely The 

commercialized QCM-D was developed by Q-sense Company, founded in 1996 by a 

group of researchers at the Department of Applied physics, Chalmers University of 

Technology in Gothenburg. The latest model of QCM-D, Q-sense E4, was used in this 

thesis study to monitor the changes in resonance frequency (Δf) and energy dissipation 

(ΔD) of the QCM-D sensors at 7 different harmonics simultaneously and to investigate 

the adsorption and conformation of polymer on clay surfaces. 
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2.2.2 Working mechanism 

 

Figure 2.5. Quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring 

A picture of E4 is shown in Figure 2.5. The critical part of the QCM-D is a thin 

quartz disk sandwiched by a pair of gold electrodes. Due to the piezoelectric properties of 

quartz, the crystal will oscillate when an AC voltage is applied as shown in Figure 2.6. 

The resonance frequency of the oscillation will decrease when a mass is added on to the 

sensor. When the AC voltage is disconnected from the sensor, the relaxation of the sensor 

is recorded. The energy dissipation change (ΔD) before and after the adsorption is 

calculated [15]. If the adsorbed layer is rigid, evenly disturbed and thin enough, the 

dissipation change is very small (Figure 2.6b). On the contrary, a large dissipation change 

indicates a soft viscoelastic layer adsorbed on the sensor (Figure 2.6c). The layer 

structures of the silicon dioxide and aluminum oxide sensors used are shown as Figure 

2.7. 
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Figure 2.6. Principle of frequency and dissipation measurement: (a) sensor vibrates when 

an AC voltage is applied (b) slow decay-small dissipation-rigid layer (c) fast decay-large 

dissipation-loose layer. 

 

Figure 2.7. Schematic of the layer structure of silica and alumina sensors. 

2.3 Other techniques 

There are some other techniques used in this thesis research to characterize the ion 

concentration and particle size distribution in the tailings as well as the conformation of 

polymer in solutions, including Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-

MS), Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) and Mastersizer. 
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2.3.1 Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) 

ICP-MS is a type of mass spectrometry that can detect metal and some non-metal 

elementals at the accuracy of part per trillion. The quantification of the elemental 

concentration is achieved by ionizing the sample with inductively coupled plasma and 

then using a mass spectrometer to identify and quantify these ions. Perkin Elmer 

Elan6000 quadrupole ICP-MS was used in this study. 

2.3.2 Dynamic light scattering (DLS) 

The ALV/CGS-3 Platform based Goniometer Systems measures the hydrodynamic 

radius of the micro and nano particles in liquid through the DLS technique. This 

technique measures the time dependent fluctuations in the intensity of the light scattered 

by the particles because of their Brownian motion. The intensity fluctuation is correlated 

with the diffusion coefficients of the particles and further converted into PSD. The 

diffusion coefficient (D) can be calculated from the fitting of time correlation function: 

   2
1  2     g A B exp Dq  (2.7) 

where τ is the sample time, A is the baseline of the correlation function, B is the intercept 

of the correlation function, q = [(4πn/ λ0) sin(θ/2)] is the scattering vector, n is the 

refractive index of solution, λ0 is the wavelength of the laser, and θ is the scattering angle. 

Then the RH is calculated from the Stokes-Einstein equation: 

 / 3
H

R kT D  (2.8) 

where k is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature and μ is the viscosity. 
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2.3.3 Mastersizer 2000 

The Mastersizer 2000 uses the technique of laser diffraction to measure the size of 

particles. The laser diffraction technique measures the intensity of light scattered as a 

laser beam passes through a dispersed particulate sample. A large particle will give 

relatively smaller scattering angle than small particle (Figure 2.8). The angular scattering 

intensity data is used to calculate the PSD according to the Mie theory of light scattering. 

 

Figure 2.8. Scattering of light from small and large particles. 
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Chapter 3 Effect of Solution Salinity on Settling of 

Mineral Tailings by Polymer Flocculants
1
 

3.1 Introduction 

Water represents a major component in mineral processing. The mineral industry 

produces large amount of mine tailings which are usually in a slurry form with a mixture 

of fine mineral particles, water and a considerable amount of inorganic ions. Due to the 

shortage of available freshwater and increased environmental/social constraints for the 

disposal of mineral tailings, the global natural resource industries (e.g., base metals, oil 

sands) are facing serious water restrictions. The increasing exploitation of lower-grade 

ores [1] makes the situation more challenging, due to the generation of large amounts of 

very fine tailings [2]. Much attention has been paid to such engineering and 

environmental challenges of water, particularly from two aspects: (1) recycle and reuse of 

water by settling the mineral tailings and (2) development of mineral processing 

technologies by using saline water instead of freshwater (e.g., flotation using sea water).  

Significant progresses have been made towards the settling of both industrial and 

model tailings [3-8]. Various flocculants, particularly polymers, have been developed and 

applied to enhance the settling of the colloidal particles in mineral tailings. Mpofu et al. 

[9] compared the flocculation of kaolinite suspensions by using hydrolyzed 

polyacrylamide (H-PAM) containing anionic acrylate segments and nonionic 

polyethylene oxide (PEO). Higher settling rate was found for PEO treated kaolinite 

suspension than for H-PAM treated one, which was proposed to be mainly due to the 

                                                      

1
 A version of this chapter has been submitted for publication. Y. Ji, H. Zeng, Q. Liu 2013. 

Colloids and Surfaces A: Physicochemical and Engineering Aspects (under review). 
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electrostatic repulsive interactions between carboxyl groups of H-PAM and negatively 

charged kaolinite surfaces leading to the formation of fragile flocs [9]. The impact of 

charge type (e.g., cationic, anionic) of modified polyacrylamide (PAM) polymers on 

kaolinite flocculation was investigated in detail [10].  It was found that kaolinite 

suspension treated with cationic PAMs produced a supernatant of lower turbidity, while 

anionic PAM treated suspension yielded a higher settling rate at the low flocculant 

dosage.  

The interaction mechanisms of polymer flocculants and clay particles have also 

received considerable attention [11-17], although more work is still required for a 

complete understanding. The concentration of inorganic ions can be easily accumulated 

associated with recycling and reuse of water in mineral processing [18]. The presence of 

inorganic ions was found to have dramatic influence on the interaction between polymer 

flocculants and clay particles in the settling of tailings. It was found that the addition of 8 

mM Mg
2+

 or Ca
2+

 could enhance the settling rate of oil sands tailings with 20 ppm H-

PAM [19], which was attributed to the enhanced bridging between particles and polymers 

by the divalent cations [20]. Enhanced flocculation was reported for kaolinite suspension 

treated with 500 g/ton of H-PAM in the presence of 0.001 M Ca
2+

 and Mn
2+

 at pH 10.5 

and 7.5 respectively [21], and increased kaolinite agglomeration was also found with the 

addition of NaCl and MgCl2 of concentration up to 1 M and 0.5 M respectively in the 

absence of  flocculant [22].  

More recently, seawater and diluted seawater have been used directly as an 

alternative mineral processing medium due to its abundance on the earth [23, 24]. 

Flotation of some naturally hydrophobic minerals (i.e. bituminous coals) was achieved in 

0.5 M NaCl solution without any organic reagents [25, 26]. The recovery of quartz in 
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saline water with non-thio collectors was dependent on collector concentration, and the 

recovery of some sulfides with thio-collectors was found to depend on solution pH [27, 

28]. Nevertheless, the salinity of the sea water would affect the settling behaviors of the 

mineral particles in the tailings and the quality of the recycling water which would further 

influence the efficiency of mineral processing.  

Despite the recent advances on mineral flotation in saline water [29-31], the 

understanding of settling of saline tailings remains limited, which is of both fundamental 

and practical importance. In this study, the settling behaviors of mineral tailings in both 

freshwater and saline solution treated by three polymers, polyacrylamide (PAM), 

Magnafloc 1011 (MF) and Al(OH)3-polyacrylamide (Al-PAM) were investigated and 

compared through the measurements of initial settling rate (ISR) and turbidity of the 

supernatant. Zeta potential analyzer and dynamic light scattering (DLS) were applied to 

study the interactions between clays particles and polymer molecules. A simplified model 

by including the van der Waals attractions, electrostatic repulsions, and polymer bridging 

was proposed to help understand the interaction mechanisms. This work focuses on the 

settling of real mineral tailing systems. In a separate related report, the intermolecular and 

surface interactions of polymers and model clay surfaces (i.e. silica, mica) in freshwater 

and saline water have been directly measured by surface forces apparatus, quartz crystal 

microbalance and other techniques, which provides complementary information to the 

understanding of the settling behaviors of real mineral tailings reported in this work. 
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3.2 Materials and methods 

3.2.1 Tailings 

The saline tailings were provided by Teck Resources, which contain an average 

solid content of 33 wt%. The solids in the saline tailings were filtrated, dried and 

characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD, Rigaku, Japan). The size distribution of solid 

particles was determined by laser diffraction (Mastersizer 2000, Malvern).The pH of 

tailings samples was measured by using a pH meter (Accumet Basic AB15, Fisher 

Scientific). In order to understand the impact of salinity on the settling of the solid 

particles, freshwater tailings were prepared by decanting the supernatant of saline tailings 

which was replaced by mili-Q water until the conductivity dropped below 400 μS. The 

ions concentrations in the tailings were measured by inductively coupled plasma mass 

spectrometry (ICP-MS).  

3.2.2 Polymer flocculants 

Three different polymer flocculants were used to study the settling of the tailings, 

and their properties (i.e. chemical structure, molecular weight) are shown in Table 3.1. 

Polyacrylamide (Sigma-Aldrich) is a non-ionic flocculant widely used in water treatment. 

Magnafloc 1011 (MF) (Ciba, UK) is a negatively charged copolymer of acrylamide and 

sodium acrylate. The charge density of the MF used is 27% [32]. Al(OH)3-

polyacrylamide (Al-PAM) was synthesized in-house by polymerization of acrylamide 

monomer in a Al(OH)3 suspension using (NH4)2S2O8 and NaHSO3 as initiator [33]. 
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Table 3.1. Properties of the flocculants used for enhancing tailings settling. 

Flocculant Structure 
Molecular weight 

(g/mol) 
Charge 

Magnafloc 1011 

(MF) 

 

1.75×10
7
 Anionic 

Polyacrylamide 

(PAM) 

 

5.00×10
6
 Nonionic 

Al-PAM Al(OH)3(PAM)n 2.60×10
6
 

Cationic 

core 

3.2.3 Settling test 

The settling tests of tailings followed a procedure reported recently [34]. Basically, 

tailings sample was first homogenized in a reservoir (typically a 4-L jar) under high 

speed agitation using an RW 20 stand agitator (IKA Works Inc., US). The 120 g tailings 

were then transferred into a 250 mL standard baffled beaker on a balance and then 

agitated under 600 rpm for 2 min, followed by adding desired amount of 1000 ppm 

polymer stock solution into the slurry in 1 min under a lower agitation speed of 300 rpm 

to achieve a uniform mixture and avoid breaking the flocs. The agitation was stopped 

immediately after the addition of desired amount of polymer. Finally, the slurry was 

transferred into a 100 ml graduated cylinder. The cylinder was inversed for 5 times and 

the so-called mudline was monitored as a function of settling time. The initial settling 

rate (ISR) was calculated from the initial slope of the mudline height (h) versus settling 

time (t), as shown in Figure 3.1. The supernatant was then extracted for zeta potential and 

turbidity measurements using a zeta potential analyzer (Zetasizer Nano, Malvern) and a 

Micro-100 Turbidity Meter (Fisher, US), respectively. 
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Figure 3.1. Schematic of ISR calculation based on the settling results of mudline height 

vs. settling time 

3.2.4 Molecular conformations of polymer flocculants 

The molecular conformations of polymer flocculants in bulk solutions were 

determined by dynamic light scattering (DLS) using an ALV/CGS-3 Platform based 

Goniometer System. Polymer solutions of 50 ppm were prepared and then filtrated by a 

Millex-AA Filter Unit with a pore size of 0.8 μm (EMD Millipore) before the DLS 

measurements. DLS measures the hydrodynamic radii (RH) of polymer molecules in 

solution, which is defined as the radius of a hypothetical hard sphere that diffuses at the 

same speed as the polymer molecule under the test condition [35]. Therefore RH can 

provide useful information to reveal molecular conformations (swelling or shrinking) of 

the polymers under different solution conditions.  
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3.2.5 Simplified model for polymer-particle interaction 

The interactions between polymers and particles are crucial for the stabilization of 

colloidal systems [36]. In order to better understand the flocculation mechanism, a 

simplified model was developed to analyze the polymer-particle interaction during 

flocculation by considering interaction energy between two spherical silica particles in 

the presence of polymer flocculants, which was calculated as a sum of van der Waals 

attractions (EvdW), electrostatic repulsions (EEDL), and polymer bridging interaction 

(EBridging) as shown in Equations (3.1) to (3.3), respectively [37-39]. The configuration of 

the model and the parameters in the three equations are shown in Figure 3.2 and Table 

3.2 respectively. 
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Figure 3.2 Schematic of interaction energy calculation. 
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Table 3.2. Parameters and constants used in equation (3.1) to (3.3). 

Parameters and constants 

MF PAM and Al-PAM 

Freshwater 

tailings,  

15 ppm 

Saline 

tailings, 100 

ppm 

Freshwater 

tailings,  

75 ppm 

Saline 

tailings, 

75 ppm 

Separation of two particles 

(D, nm) 
 

Radius of particles (R1 = R2, 

μm) 
5 

Flocculant grafting density 

(s, nm) 
271.3 105.1 64.9 

Flocculant contour length 

(LC, nm) 
135.7 52.5 32.5 

Bonding energy per 

segment (ε, kT) 
3.9

 
15 10

 

Segment length (l, nm) 0.304 

Effective bridging ratio (  ) 0.01 0.05 0.02 

Temperature (T, K) 298 

Boltzmann constant (kB, 

J/K) 
1.38×10

-23
 

Relative permittivity (εr) 80.4 

Vacuum permittivity (ε0, 

F/m) 
8.85×10

-12 

κ
-1

 (Debye length, nm) 3.4 0.5 3.4 0.5 

Surface potential of 

particles 

(
1  = 

2 , mV) 
-35 -13 -35 -13 

Hamaker constant (A131, J) 3.92×10
-21

 

Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) energy is the summation of EvdW 

and EEDL. The grafting density s was calculated from the specific surface area and the 

optimum flocculant dosage at the maximum ISR of each condition: s

SSA p

m
s

A N
 , where 

ms is the mass of solid particles in each tailings sample, ASSA is the specific surface area of 

solid particles and Np is the total number of polymer molecules corresponding to the 

optimum flocculant dosage in each tailings sample. The shape of the polymer on particles 
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was simplified as a cube with the edge length of LC. Because it was assumed that half of 

the particle was covered by polymer under the optimum dosage, LC was taken as half of 

the s value. The bonding energy per segment ε was determined by the single molecule 

force measurements. The segment length l here was considered as twice the C-C bond 

length. It is noted that an effective bridging ratio   was introduced in the calculation of 

bridging energy (Equation (3.3)), which is defined as the percentage of molecules that 

form effective bridging among all absorbed polymer molecules. The value of β was 

estimated from the impact of salinity on the interaction between polymer and particles: 

for PAM and Al-PAM, β was not affected by the salinity due to the neutral charge 

property of PAM and Al-PAM; the value of β in MF treated saline tailings was larger 

than that in tailings treated by PAM and Al-PAM due to the present of Ca
2+

; the value of 

β in MF treated freshwater tailings was the smallest among all the situations due to the 

repulsion between negatively charged MF and negatively charged particles. The Debye 

lengths κ
-1

 corresponding to freshwater tailings and saline tailings were estimated by 

considering major ions (K
+
, Na

+
, Ca

2+
, Mg

2+
 and corresponding anions) in the solution 

using 

2

2

0


 

 A

i i

ir B

e N
M z

k T
 where e is the charge of one electron, NA is the Avogadro 

constant, Mi is the concentration of ions in mol/m
3
, and zi is the valence of ions. The zeta 

potential measured was used as approximation for the surface potential of silica particles. 

The Hamaker constant was calculated based on 2

131 11 33
( ) A A A , where A11 and A33 

are the Hamaker constant of silica and water respectively. 
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3.3 Results and discussion 

3.3.1 Characterization of tailings 

The properties of the solid and liquid phases of saline tailings have a significant 

influence on their settling behavior. Therefore, the composition and size distribution of 

the solid particles, and the pH and ionic concentrations of the solutions were 

characterized. Figure 3.3(a) shows the XRD pattern of the solid particles in the saline 

tailings, which indicates that the main composition of the particles were quartz (SiO2) and 

albite (NaAlSi3O8). The particle size distribution of solid particles is shown in Figure 

3.3(b). The D10, D50 and D90 of the solid particles were 6.55 μm, 80.14 μm and 284.45 μm 

respectively. The subscript number indicates the weight percentage of the particles whose 

sizes are below the corresponding diameter. For example, D50 = 80.14 μm means that 50 

wt% particles are smaller than 80.14 μm. The specific surface area of 0.114 m
2
/g was 

calculated based on the size distribution. 

 
 (a)  (b) 

Figure 3.3. Characterization of the saline tailings: (a) XRD pattern of the solids, and (b) 

particle size distribution measured by Mastersizer. 

The pH of the saline tailings supernatant was 7.5, while that of freshwater tailings 

was 8.3. The ion concentrations of saline and freshwater tailings are summarized in, 
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which shows that the ionic strength in saline tailings was significantly higher than that in 

freshwater tailings. The most abundant ions (Na
+
, Mg

2+
, K

+
 and Ca

2+
) in seawater were 

detected in the saline tailings. The presence of other trace metal ions in the saline tailings 

could be due to the oxidation or dissolution of minerals during processing. 

Table 3.3. Ion concentrations (ppm) of saline and freshwater tailings. 

Tailings Na Mg K Ca Fe 

Saline 5832 701 275 679 0.100 

Freshwater 141 7.87 12.5 11.4 0.0461 

Tailings Se Sr Mo Ag Sb 

Saline 0.109 4.24 0.0859 0.00009 0.00151 

Freshwater 0.0035 0.0604 0.0155 <DL 0.00081 

Tailings Ni Cu As Au Bi 

Saline 0.0750 0.235 0.0323 0.00679 <DL 

Freshwater 0.00346 0.0146 0.00137 0.00105 <DL 

3.3.2 Settling test  

3.3.2.1 ISR of tailings treated by polymer flocculants 

Figure 3.4 (a) and (b) show the ISR of freshwater and saline tailings treated by the 

three different polymer flocculants, respectively. It was found that the high salinity 

environment increased the ISR of tailings treated by PAM and Al-PAM , and the 

maximum ISR located around the polymer concentration of 75 ppm for both freshwater 

(~2 m/hr) and saline tailings (~6 m/hr). For MF treated tailings, the maximum ISR of 

both freshwater (~5 m/hr) and saline tailings (~9 m/hr) were higher than that of Al-PAM 

and PAM treated cases, which could be due to the higher molecular weight of MF 

resulting in better flocculation performance than PAM and Al-PAM. For the settling of 

saline tailings, the ISR increases monotonically from 0 to 9 m/hr with increasing the MF 

dosage (0 to 100 ppm), indicating strong flocculation of particles and enhanced 

flocculation capacity with higher MF dosage. In contrast, the ISR of freshwater tailings 

shows a maximum value of 5 m/hr located at the dosage of ~15 ppm and then decreases 
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with further increasing the MF dosage, suggesting an overdose of MF may lead to steric 

stabilization. The formation of gel-like suspension for fresh tailings was observed for MF 

dosages above 25 ppm and there was no obvious settling. The above settling results 

indicate that although the maximum ISR of freshwater tailings is lower than that of saline 

tailings, the freshwater tailings consume less MF than saline tailings to obtain the same 

ISR. 

 
 (a) (b) 

Figure 3.4. The impact of flocculant type and dosage on the initial setting rate (ISR) of 

tailings: (a) freshwater tailings treated by MF (black, 0- 25 ppm), PAM (blue, 0-100 

ppm), and Al-PAM (red, 0-100 ppm), and; (b) saline tailings treated by MF (black, 0-100 

ppm), PAM (blue, 0-100 ppm), and Al-PAM (red, 0-100 ppm). 

3.3.2.2 Turbidity of supernatant 

The turbidity of supernatant indicates the amount of fine particles remaining in the 

solution after flocculation and settling. A lower turbidity value represents a clearer 

supernatant and fewer particles remained. Figure 3.5 shows the turbidity of tailings 

supernatant after 18 hours settling. For saline tailings, the three polymers showed similar 

impact and trends for the turbidity which dropped from 40 to 10-18 Nephelometric 

Turbidity Units (NTU) with 50 ppm polymer addition and then leveled off. For 

freshwater tailings, the effects of three polymers were quite different. The turbidity of 
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PAM treated freshwater tailings gradually dropped from 55 to 30 NTU, while Al-PAM 

and MF showed negative impact on the clarity of supernatant when the polymer 

concentration increased from 0 to 100 ppm. The turbidity of MF treated freshwater 

tailings increased dramatically from 55 to above 300 NTU with the addition of >10 ppm 

MF. Therefore, when the same type and amount of polymer flocculant was used, the 

supernatant of saline tailings showed lower turbidity than the supernatant of freshwater 

tailings, which was mainly due to the different interactions among the solid particles and 

polymers under the different solution conditions as discussed below.  

 
 (a) (b) 

Figure 3.5. The impact of flocculant type and dosage on the supernatant turbidity of 

tailings: (a) freshwater tailings treated by MF (black, 0- 50 ppm), PAM (blue, 0-100 

ppm),  and Al-PAM (red, 0-100 ppm); (b) saline tailings treated by PAM (0-100 ppm), 

Al-PAM (0-100 ppm) and MF (0- 100 ppm). 

3.3.2.3 Zeta potential measurements 

The zeta potential of the fine particles in the supernatant of tailings treated by PAM, 

Al-PAM and MF of different dosages after 18 hours of settling was measured to 

characterize the surface charge properties of fine particles suspended in the supernatant. 

It should be noted that the zeta potential measurement was made mainly on the fine 

particles that remained in the supernatant according to Section 3.2.3 . The zeta potential 
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results are shown in Figure 3.6 (a) and (b) for freshwater tailings and saline tailings, 

respectively. The zeta potential for untreated freshwater tailings was around -35 mV. The 

addition of MF led the zeta potential to be slightly more negative which could be 

attributed to the adsorption of MF molecules with negative charged segments. The 

addition of PAM and Al-PAM showed negligible impact on the zeta potential values, 

which was most likely due to the neutral nature of PAM chains (note for Al-PAM, the 

aluminum hydroxide core is mostly covered by the PAM chains). For saline tailings, the 

zeta potential of fine particles remained around -15 mV regardless of the polymers and 

dosage used (see Figure 3.6(b)), which was lower than that for freshwater tailings due to 

the compressed electrical double layer under the high ionic strength condition in saline 

tailings. 

 
 (a) (b) 

Figure 3.6. The impact of flocculant type and dosage on the supernatant zeta potential of 

tailings: (a) freshwater tailings treated by MF (black, 0- 50 ppm), PAM (blue, 0-100 

ppm), and Al-PAM (red, 0-100 ppm); (b) saline tailings treated by MF (black, 0-100 

ppm), PAM (blue, 0-100 ppm), and Al-PAM (red, 0-100 ppm). 
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3.3.3 Conformation of the flocculants in bulk solution 

 
 (a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 3.7. The impact of salt type and concentration on the distribution of hydrodynamic 

radii RH of the flocculants: (a) 50 ppm MF, (b) PAM, and (c) Al-PAM in mili-Q water 

(black), 1 M NaCl solution (red), and 1 M CaCl2 solution (blue). 

The hydrodynamic radii RH of MF, PAM and Al-PAM under various solution 

conditions are shown in Figure 3.7(a), (b) and (c) respectively. The RH of 50 ppm MF 

dropped from 364 nm in mili-Q water to 62 nm in 1 M NaCl solution and 94 nm in 1 M 

CaCl2 solution. The decrease of RH for MF molecules under high salinity condition is 

mainly due to the compression of the electrical repulsion between negatively charged 

segments favoring the condensation of the polymer chains [40]. The larger RH in CaCl2 

solution than that in NaCl solution may result from the interaction between –COO
-
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groups in the MF molecules and Ca
2+ 

ions [20]. The DLS results suggest that the more 

condensed MF molecules could form a denser adsorption layer on the particle surfaces in 

saline water than that in mili-Q water, thus leading to a higher consumption of polymers 

for saline tailings as observed in the settling tests. For PAM and Al-PAM, such a 

conformation change due to the salt addition was not observed. Both PAM and Al-PAM 

showed RH between 65 and 100 nm regardless of salt addition. 

3.3.4 Interaction mechanism between polymers and solid particles under different 

solution conditions 

3.3.4.1 Proposed interaction mechanism  

 

 

Figure 3.8. Schematic of the impact of ionic strength on the conformation and adsorption 

of flocculants on negatively-charged particle surfaces: (a) MF, (b) PAM and Al-PAM.  

Based on the settling tests, zeta potential and dynamic light scattering 

measurements, it is evident that the different settling behaviors of saline and freshwater 

tailings are mainly driven by the differences in the interactions among fine solids and 

polymers as well as the polymer conformations under various solution conditions. It is 
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noted that the electrical double layer force, van der Waals forces and the bridging force 

induced by hydrogen bonding between the primary amide groups on polymers and 

adsorption sites on particles (i.e. silanols groups) are considered as the major driving 

forces that affect the flocculation process. 

Figure 3.8(a) shows the illustration of the impact of increased salt concentration on 

the conformation and adsorption of MF on particle surfaces. The particle surfaces were 

considered negatively charged according to the zeta-potential measurement (Figure 3.6). 

In freshwater, the formation of relatively short-range hydrogen bonding between the 

primary amide on MF and Si-O-Si and Si-OH groups on particle surface could be 

inhibited by the long-range electrostatic repulsion. Therefore the adsorption and bridging 

of MF on particle surfaces was relatively weaker in freshwater condition. With increasing 

the salt concentration, the electrical double layer was much compressed, and the 

hydrogen bonds between the MF molecule and particle surfaces could be more easily 

formed to enhance the polymer bridging. It is noted that the conformations of adsorbed 

polymers could also change in different solution conditions. In a solution of high salinity, 

the suppressed intramolecular electrostatic repulsive force between negatively charged 

segments in MF allowed a more condensed conformation and adsorption state, and the 

adsorption density of MF could be significantly enhanced. The enhancement of the 

adsorption density and bridging of MF molecules led to the fast formation of flocs than 

that in freshwater with higher ISR and lower turbidity of the supernatant. For PAM and 

Al-PAM, the ionic strength showed negligible effect on their conformation (Figure 3.8(b)) 

due to their neutral charge properties. 
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3.3.4.2 Theoretical simulation of interaction energies 

In our simplified analysis, it was assumed that half of the particle surfaces area was 

covered by polymers at the optimum dosage corresponding to the maximum ISR. 

Therefore the polymer grafting density s was calculated from the specific surface area 

and the optimum flocculant dosage at the maximum ISR of each condition. The bonding 

energy per segment ε of MF and PAM (Al-PAM) in freshwater tailings was calculated 

using   Fl  based on single molecule force measurements [41, 42]. The bonding energy 

per segment of PAM or Al-PAM (ε ≈ 10 kT) corresponds to the energy of one hydrogen 

bond [39]. The low ε of MF in freshwater could be due to the electrostatic repulsion 

between MF molecules and particle surfaces of similar charge. In saline tailings, it was 

assumed that the ε of PAM and Al-PAM does not change due to their neutral charge. The 

ε of MF in saline tailings was assumed to be higher than the energy of one hydrogen bond 

due to the bridging enhancement effect of divalent ions. It should be noted that the steric 

repulsive interaction between polymers on particles was not considered in the total 

interaction energy calculation. As two particles came close enough to each other (i.e. 

separation distance ≈ 5 nm), the steric repulsive force would increase dramatically and 

make the interaction between two particles repulsive. Thus there are separation distances 

between two particles corresponding to the minimum interaction energy in Figure 3.9(b) 

and Figure 3.11(b), which are not shown. It is also noted from previous studies that a 

long range attractive interaction (expanded polymer conformation on particles) might 

lead to a large floc size [43] and a strong attractive interaction could tightly bind the 

particles, which further resulted in the increasing of floc density and the settling rate [20, 

44]. 
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 (a) (b) 

Figure 3.9. Theoretical interaction energy vs. distance profiles between two silica 

particles in MF treated tailings: (a) freshwater, and (b) saline tailings. 

According to the theoretical interaction energy between two silica particles treated 

by MF (Figure 3.9), the synergic effect of conformation change and the suppression of 

electrostatic repulsion leads to different settling behaviors of MF treated tailings. In the 

calculation of bridging energy between MF treated particles, the bonding energy ε and 

effective binding ratio   in saline tailings are higher than that in freshwater tailings due 

to the reduced electrostatic repulsion between MF molecules and particle surfaces. In 

freshwater, the long-range electrostatic repulsion competes with the bridging attraction of 

MF. As the MF molecules show extended conformation in freshwater as confirmed by 

DLS measurement, the extended loops and tails of absorbed MF and free MF molecules 

of high molecular weight in the bulk solution could lead to a long-range bridging effect. 

As shown in Figure 3.9(a), the attractive interaction could initiate when two particles are 

at D ≈ 135.7 nm, which is larger than D ≈ 52.5 nm in MF treated saline tailings. Thus the 

floc size in freshwater tailings treated by 25 ppm MF (Figure 3.10(a)) is larger than that 

in saline tailings treated by 25 ppm MF (Figure 3.10(c)).Since Stokes’ law predicts the 

terminal velocity of a settling particle vt ∝ r
2
∆ρ, where r is the radius of particle and ∆ρ 

is the density difference between the particle and suspending fluid (i.e. water), higher ISR 

could be achieved for freshwater tailings than saline tailings under the same low MF 
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dosage at 25 ppm (note based on the Stokes equation, although the density of flocs in 

saline tailings might be higher than in freshwater tailings, the size of the flocs played a 

more dominant role in determining the vt). However the overall attractive interaction 

energy is weaker in freshwater condition due to the relatively low bonding energy ε, low 

effective binding ratio   and the electrostatic repulsion between the particles. Thus the 

high turbidity value was observed in MF treated freshwater tailings due to the weakly 

bound flocs. It should be also noted the particle surfaces could be easily covered by the 

extended MF molecules in freshwater and the attractive bridging would compete with the 

steric repulsion between the polymer layers. Therefore as the MF dosage was over 25 

ppm the freshwater tailings became overdosed and formed gel-like suspension as shown 

in Figure 3.10(c). In saline tailings, on the other hand, the strong attractive interaction 

(Figure 3.9(b)) indicates the binding between particles was stronger than freshwater 

tailings. Indeed the relatively short range of bridging force (compared to the range in 

freshwater tailings) resulted from the MF conformation change in saline tailings led to 

higher consumption of MF to form effective bridging in saline tailings than in freshwater 

tailings; however when  high ratio of MF (i.e. 100 ppm) was provided, flocs of both 

larger size and higher density (Figure 3.10(d)) than those in freshwater tailings treated by 

MF (Figure 3.10(a) and Figure 3.10(c)) could be formed. Therefore the maximum ISR in 

saline tailings treated by MF was higher than that in freshwater tailings treated by MF. 

Since the particles were more tightly bound, lower turbidity value was recorded in saline 

tailings than that in freshwater tailings. 
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 (a) (b) 

 
 (c) (d) 

Figure 3.10. Images of the flocs after 4 mins of settling tests for: (a) freshwater tailings 

treated by 25 ppm MF (b) saline tailings treated by 25 ppm MF (c) gel-like suspension of 

freshwater tailings treated by 100 ppm MF (d) saline tailings treated by 100 ppm MF 

The conformation of PAM and Al-PAM as well as their interactions with the 

particle surfaces are barely affected by the change of salt content because of their neutral 

charge properties. Therefore, the range and strength of the bridging energy between two 

particles treated by PAM and Al-PAM are not affected by the salt content as shown in 

Figure 3.11. In both freshwater and saline tailings, the attraction interaction between two 

silica particles treated by PAM and Al-PAM started from about 30 nm. The sizes of the 

flocs in freshwater (Figure 3.12(b)) and saline tailings (Figure 3.12(d)) treated by 75 ppm 

PAM were similar (similar results were obtained for Al-PAM treated tailings), which 

agrees with the above analysis. In freshwater tailings the interaction energy was 

determined by the competition between polymer bridging and electrical repulsion (among 
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clay particles). However in saline tailings the interaction is mainly determined by the 

polymer bridging, and the electrical repulsive interaction is negligible. The interaction 

difference above most likely led to different floc densities in freshwater and saline 

tailings treated by PAM and Al-PAM, which accounts for the higher ISR measured in 

saline tailings than that of fresh water tailings treated by PAM and Al-PAM. 

 
 (a) (b) 

Figure 3.11. Theoretical interaction energy vs distance profiles between two silica 

particles in PAM and Al-PAM treated tailings: (a) freshwater tailings, and (b) saline 

tailings. 

 
 (a) (b) 

Figure 3.12. Images of the flocs after 4 mins of settling tests for: (a) freshwater tailings 

treated by 75 ppm PAM, and (b) saline tailings treated by 75 ppm PAM. 
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3.4 Conclusion 

The effects of three polymers, MF, PAM and Al-PAM on the settling of mineral 

tailings in freshwater and in saline solution were investigated. The settling of tailings 

significantly depends on solution salinity, flocculant type and dosage. MF was identified 

as the most effective polymer flocculant for the tailings settlement among the three 

polymers used. The particle settling was driven by a competition of various polymer-

particle and particle-particle interactions in the tailings such as electrostatic repulsion, 

van der Waals attraction, and polymer bridging. Ionic strength of solutions can 

significantly impact the electrostatic interaction between particles and the conformation 

of charged polymer flocculants. The settling rate and turbidity of MF treated tailings 

largely depend on solution salinity. The increased solution salinity can cause a more 

compressed molecular conformation of MF and dramatically reduce the electrostatic 

repulsion among the negatively charged solid particles and polymers, which enhances the 

settling of mineral tailings. On the other hand, the solution ionic strength has negligible 

effect on the molecular conformation and adsorption of PAM and Al-PAM, and the 

settling of tailings is mainly determined by the competition between polymer bridging 

and electrical repulsion among the negatively charged particles in freshwater and by 

polymer bridging in saline water. Our results provide some new insights into the 

understanding of the effects of solution salinity on the settling of mineral tailings and the 

selection of proper polymer flocculants. 
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Chapter 4 Molecular and Surface Interactions 

between Polymer Flocculants and Clay Particles: 

Effect of Salinity 

4.1 Introduction 

Colloid science is of great importance in daily life, such as medicines, paints and 

inks, as well as in industrial application, such as food processing and environmental 

protection [1]. For example, the major components of industrial wastes in mineral 

processing and oil sands extraction tailings are clays. Sedimentation, filtration and 

thermal drying are three dewatering methods commonly used in mineral procession as 

combination. Up to 80% of the water can be separated in the sedimentation stage [2]. 

Because mineral wastes are usually charged particles with small size (i.e. clay), the 

Brownian motion and the electrostatic repulsion between those particles can hinder the 

settling process. Therefore electrolytes or long chain polymers, known as coagulants and 

flocculants respectively, are used to enhance the sedimentation. The theory developed by 

Derjaguin and Landau [3] and Verwey and Overbeek [4], known as the DLVO theory, 

where the stability of the charged fine particle suspension is determined by the 

competition of electrostatic and van der Waals forces, are often used to interpret the 

enhanced sedimentation by coagulants (electrolytes). However when flocculants is 

introduced, the non-DLVO forces such as steric force between flocculant molecules and 

bridging forces between flocculant and particle surfaces, make the system rather 

complicated. Previous studies [5-7] suggested that the flocculant enhanced settling is 

achieved through the bridging between suspended particles by long chain polymers and 

the formation of flocs of multiple particles by such bridging. 
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Extensive attention has been given to the flocculation of kaolinite-based mineral 

tailings treated by polyacrylamide (PAM) and its derivatives or copolymers to achieve 

better understanding of the flocculation mechanism and to improve the flocculation 

efficiency. Parameters such as the pH and ionic strength of the tailings, flocculant types, 

charge and dosage, as well as adsorption and conformation of the flocculants were 

studied by many researchers [8-12]. Hydrolyzed PAM (H-PAM) that carry negative 

charge are the most widely used and studied polymer flocculants in PAM family because 

they tend to be of higher molecular weight than cationic PAM and are less expensive [2]. 

Because of the charge property of the H-PAM, addition of salt into tailings or clay 

suspension treated by H-PAM not only affects the interaction between particles as 

described by DLVO theory but impacts the particle-flocculant interactions. Therefore the 

effect of salt on the flocculation of H-PAM has been paid considerable attention. Sworska 

et al. [13] found the settling rate of oil sands tailings treated by 20 ppm H-PAM was 

enhanced when 8 mM Mg
2+

 or Ca
2+

 were introduced into the system and Long et al. [14] 

attributed the increasing of settling rate to the enhanced bridging between particles and 

flocculants by the divalent cations. The flocculation of kaolinite treated by an anionic 

polyacrylamide–acrylate flocculant was reported enhanced by 0.001 M Ca
2+

 and Mn
2+

 at 

pH 10.5 and 7.5 respectively [8] and the optimum flocculant dosage and metal ions 

concentrations was found corresponding with the partial coverage of particle surface by 

both metal ions and anionic PAM. 

Despite the studies on macroscopic settling and flocculation behaviors, the impact 

of salt on the flocculation enhanced by H-PAM has not been elucidated in microscopic 

scale. However previous studies on the influence of adsorption and conformation of 

polymer flocculants on the flocculation behaviors can help interpret the flocculation 
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mechanism in this study. McFarlane et al. [15] compared the flocculation of anionic 

PAM, nonionic PAM and PEO treated kaolinite. It was found the settling rates of anionic 

PAM and PEO treated slurries were higher than that of nonionic PAM treated slurry, 

which was attributed to the more expanded interfacial conformation of anionic PAM and 

PEO. Besra et al. [16] investigated the flocculation and dewatering behaviors of kaolinite 

suspension treated by high molecular weight polyacrylamide flocculants of different ionic 

nature in the absence and the presence of some surfactants. They found ionic flocculants 

with high hydrodynamic radii or adsorbed layer thickness was detrimental to flocculation 

due to the hindrance of particle approaching to each other. They also attributed the 

increasing settling rate of surfactant pre-treated kaolin to the conformation change of the 

adsorbed flocculants induced by the pre-adsorbed surfactant. The seemingly controversial 

results indicate the flocculation is not a process that can be explained by solely the 

conformation of polymer flocculants but a synergic effect of polymer conformation and 

polymer-particle interaction. The addition of salts may simultaneously change the factors 

mentioned above and significantly affect the settling behavior of clay suspensions. 

Therefore the impact of salt on the adsorption and conformation of Magnafloc 

1011 (a kind of H-PAM) on clay particles as well as the consequential sedimentation 

behavior were investigated in this study. Settling tests were conducted to evaluate the 

flocculation efficiency of MF under different salt concentrations. Interaction between two 

mica surfaces in MF solutions with salt was measured by a SFA [17, 18], which provides 

new insights into the flocculation mechanism in salt solutions. Quartz crystal 

microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) and dynamic light scattering (DLS) 

technique were used to investigate the effect of salts on the adsorption and conformation 

of MF on clay particles. The direct probing of polymer flocculant molecules on model 
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clay particles provided systematic explanations towards the polymer enhanced clay 

flocculation in salt solution. 

4.2 Experimental 

4.2.1 Materials 

Pure kaolinite (Acros Organics) was used in this work to prepare model tailings. 

The particle density and BET surface area are 2.60 kg/dm
3
 and 11.14 m

2
/g respectively. 

The particle size distribution of kaolinite was determined by Mastersizer 2000 (Malvern). 

The D10, D50 and D90 of the kaolinite particles were measured to be 1.45 μm, 5.75 μm and 

22.9 μm respectively. The subscript of the diameter indicates the weight percentage of the 

particles whose size is below that diameter. For example, D50 = 5.75 μm means the mean 

diameter of 50 wt% particles are below 5.75 μm. An anionic polymer flocculant MF 1011 

(Percol 727) purchased from Ciba Specialty Chemicals Basel, Switzerland, was used in 

this study. The structure and properties of the polymer are shown in Table 4.1. A stock 

solution of 1000 ppm was prepared and used within 2 days. NaCl and CaCl2 (Certified 

ACS, Fisher Scientific) were used to adjust the salt content in model tailings. All reagents 

were analytical grade, unless stated otherwise. Mili-Q water (resistivity = 18.2 MΩ∙cm) 

was used for sample preparation and chemical dissolving. Potassium hydroxide and nitric 

acid (Fisher Scientific) were used to control the pH. 

Table 4.1. Properties of MF 1011. 

Polymer Structure Molecular weight Charge 

Magnafloc 1011 

 

1.75×10
7
 27 % anionic 
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4.2.2 Settling test 

The settling test procedure in this study was modified based on a recent report [19]. 

The procedure is shown in Figure 4.1. NaCl and CaCl2 solutions of certain salt content 

were prepared in 1 L volumetric flasks. 50 g kaolinite and 950 g mili-Q water or salt 

solution were mixed and conditioned in a 2 L beaker stirring at 350 rpm overnight to 

make a 5 wt% kaolinite suspension (Figure 4.1(a)). 90 mL of slurry was collected by a 

pipet (Eppendorf Easypet Motorized Pipet, Fisher, US) from six sampling point (Figure 

4.1(b)) and was decanted into a 250 mL standard baffled beaker under high speed 

agitation using an RW 20 stand agitator (IKA Works Inc., US) and an four-blades 

impeller (Fisher, US). The mass of the slurry in each beaker was monitored by a balance 

for polymer dosage calculation. The collected tailings were agitated under 600 rpm for 2 

min followed by adding desired amount of 1000 ppm polymer stock solution into the 

slurry under 300 rpm in 1 min (Figure 4.1(c)). The agitation was stopped immediately 

after the polymer addition to avoid breaking the flocs. The slurry was then transferred 

into a 100 mL graduated cylinder (Fisher Class B Mixing Cylinders, Fisher, US). Those 

cylinders were inversed for 5 times and the mudlines were monitored as a function of 

settling time (Figure 4.1(d)). The initial settling rate (ISR) was calculated from the initial 

slope of the instant mudline height vs. settling time as shown in Figure 4.2. The ISR 

difference brought by the slurry volume change during the addition of polymer stock 

solution was neglected according to the study of Pearse et al. [20]. The supernatant of 

each cylinder was extracted 18 hours after the beginning of the test and was used for zeta 

potential and turbidity measurements using a zeta potential analyzer (Nano ZS, Malvern) 

and a Micro-100 Turbidity Meter (Fisher, US) respectively. 
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                 (a)                                  (b)                                (c)                              (d) 

Figure 4.1. Schematic of settling test procedure. 

 

Figure 4.2. Schematic of ISR calculation 

4.2.3 Surface force measurement 

The interaction force-distance profiles between two model clay (mica) surfaces in 

the presence of polymer flocculants were measured using a surface forces apparatus (SFA) 

coupled with Multiple-Beam Interferometry (MBI) technique. A detailed setup for SFA 

experiments can be found in previous reports [21-24]. Briefly, the back surface of a thin 
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mica sheet (1-5 μm thick) was coated with an about 50 nm thick semi reflective layer of 

silver, required to obtain multiple beam interference fringes of equal chromatic order 

(FECO). The FECO was used to determine the surface separation, surface geometry, 

deformations and the contact area in situ and in real time. The silver coated mica sheet 

was glued onto a cylindrical silica disk (radius R = 2 cm). The prepared silica disks were 

then mounted into the SFA chamber in a cross-cylinder geometry, which roughly 

corresponds to a sphere of radius R approaching a flat surface locally. With this 

arrangement, the measured force F(D) was converted to interaction energy per unit area 

between two flat surfaces W(D) using the Derjaguin approximation: F(D) = 2RW(D). A 

schematic of the SFA experimental setup for measuring the interactions between two 

mica surfaces in MF solutions of different salt concentration is shown in Figure 4.3. In 

each set of measurements, the reference distance (D = 0) was determined at the adhesive 

contact between the two bare mica surfaces in air prior to introducing the solutions 

between the surfaces. Normal forces between the two surfaces were measured by moving 

the lower surface supported on a double-cantilever ‘force springs’ towards the upper 

surface by a distance ∆Dapplied. The actual distance that the surfaces moved to each other, 

∆Dmeas, was measured by multiple beam interferometry in real time. The change in the 

force ∆F between the surfaces, when they came to rest at a separation distance D, was 

calculated from the deflection of the cantilever spring by, ∆F(D) = k (∆Dapplied − ∆Dmeas), 

where k is the spring constant. When ∂F(D)/∂D > k, there would be a mechanical 

instability that causes the lower surface to jump either towards or away from the upper 

surface during approaching or separation process, respectively. Since the silica layers 

were exposed when mica was cleaved and glued on the silica disks of SFA [25], the 

experiments were designed to study the interaction between silica surfaces covered by 

MF. During a typical force measurement, the polymer salt solution filtrated by a Millex-
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AA Filter Unit with a pore size of 0.8 μm (EMD Millipore) was incubated between the 

mica surfaces for 30 mins. The normal force-distance (F vs. D) profiles were then 

obtained by an initial approach to a “confined polymer thickness” followed by separation 

of the two surfaces. The confined polymer thickness in this study is defined as the mica-

mica separation distance or thickness of confined polymers which barely changed with 

increasing the normal load or pressure.  

 

Figure 4.3. Schematic of the SFA experimental setup for measuring the interactions 

between two mica surfaces in MF solutions of different salt concentration. 
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4.2.4 Measurement of hydrodynamic radii of polymer flocculants 

The molecular conformations of MF in bulk solutions were determined by dynamic 

light scattering (DLS) technique. An ALV/CGS-3 Platform based Goniometer System 

was used to measure the hydrodynamic radius (RH) of MF molecules in solution, which is 

defined as the radius of a hypothetical hard sphere that diffuses with the same speed as 

the polymer molecule under the test condition [26]. The solution with 50 ppm MF and 

NaCl or CaCl2 of various concentrations was filtrated by a Millex-AA Filter Unit with a 

pore size of 0.8 μm (EMD Millipore) to remove possible impurities. 

4.2.5 Measurement of adsorption of MF on model clay surfaces using quartz crystal 

microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) 

QCM-D was used to monitor the adsorption of MF on sensors in solutions of 

different salt concentrations. Silica and alumina sensors were used in this study to mimic 

the Si and Al compositions on the clay particle surfaces [27]. The detailed principle of the 

technique has been described previously [28, 29]. Generally, the instrument can 

simultaneously monitor the change in resonance frequency (Δf) and energy dissipation 

(ΔD) of QCM-D sensors in 8 harmonics. The decrease of frequency indicates the 

accumulating of polymer layer on the sensor surface. The dissipation value represents the 

rigidity of adsorbed polymer layer. A rigid adsorbed layer gives little change in 

dissipation while a viscoelastic layer that incorporates solvent molecules leads to a large 

dissipation. The typical procedures for QCM-D measurement and typical curves of 

changes in frequency (Δf) and dissipation (ΔD) vs. time are described as following. All 

the solutions in this study were adjusted to pH ≈ 7.5 before the experiment. The 

resonance frequency of sensor was first recorded in a background solution (identical salt 

concentration to the polymer solution) to obtain a baseline where Δf and ΔD is defined as 
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zero. Then the polymer solution was pumped over the QCM-D sensor and the changes in 

frequency and dissipation during the polymer adsorption was recorded in real time. After 

the Δf and ΔD reached equilibrium, the sensor was rinsed by pure background solution to 

remove any unbound polymers. The final Δf and ΔD values and the associated kinetics 

could help elucidate the adsorption behaviors and conformations of polymers on sensor 

surfaces under different solution conditions. For the convenience of comparison, only the 

third harmonic is shown in the results. 

4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1 Effect of NaCl and CaCl2 on the settling of kaolinite 

4.3.1.1 Initial settling rate 

The initial settling rate (ISR) of 5 wt% solid kaolinite suspension of various NaCl 

and CaCl2 concentration at pH 7.5 are shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 respectively. 

Very low settling rates (from almost 0 to 0.27 m/hr) were observed for sedimentation of 

kaolinite suspension without MF treatment regardless of salt concentration. In mili-Q 

water, the ISR increased to a maximum of 33 m/hr at 15 ppm and then declined back to 

almost 0 at 25 ppm due to the formation of gel suspension. Similar result has been 

reported by Somasundaran et al. [30]. The maximum ISR was dramatically increased 

when 0.01 M and 0.1 M salt were added in to the suspension. The maximum ISR of 

suspension in NaCl increased to about 134 m/hr while that of suspension in CaCl2 was 

between 143 m/hr to 154 m/hr. The ISRs obtained in suspensions containing 0.01 M and 

0.1 M salts were higher than those in references [8, 13], which is most likely due to the 

optimized orthokinetic flocculation conducted [15]. Interestingly, the dosage 

corresponding to the maximum ISR shifted to higher dosage when higher salt  
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Figure 4.4. The initial settling rate of 5 wt% solid kaolinite suspension versus MF dosage 

at pH 7.5 in mili-Q (▼) and in the presence of 0.01 M (■), 0.1 M (●) and 1 M (▲) Na (I) 

ions. 

 

Figure 4.5. The initial settling rate of 5 wt% solid kaolinite suspension versus MF dosage 

at pH 7.5 in mili-Q (▼) and in the presence of 0.01 M (■), 0.1 M (●) and 1 M (▲) Ca (II) 

ions. 
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concentration was introduced to the system. When 1 M salt was added to the suspension, 

the ISR was found increasing monotonically with the polymer dosage. Meanwhile the 

settling rate of the suspension in 1 M salt was reduced comparing to those of the 

suspensions in 0.01 M and 0.1 M salts. When the effect of different salt type was 

compared, the maximum settling rate of kaolinite in CaCl2 suspension was found higher 

than that of kaolinite in NaCl suspension when the same amount of salt was added. 

4.3.1.2 Turbidity of the supernatant 

The turbidity values of the supernatants of suspension in NaCl and CaCl2 after 18 

hours above settling tests are shown in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 respectively. The 

turbidity of kaolinite in mili-Q suspension was above the range of the turbidity meter and 

therefore not shown in the figures. It was found both NaCl and CaCl2 could reduce the 

turbidity in the supernatant while the magnitude of the reduction was different. The 

turbidity of kaolinite in NaCl suspension gradually decreased with the increasing salt 

concentration. In the suspension of 0.01 M NaCl the turbidity increased from ~50 to ~190 

Nephelometric Turbidity Units (NTU) with the addition of MF. While this trend 

diminished in the suspension of 0.1 M NaCl, in which the a lower turbidity of untreated 

suspension (~16.9 NTU) comparing to that in 0.01 M NaCl suspension was found 

slightly increased to ~33.8 NTU when 100 ppm MF was dosed. When the NaCl 

concentration was further increased to 1 M, the turbidity decreased from ~15 to ~7.3 

NTU when 25 ppm MF was added and then leveled off. For kaolinite in CaCl2, on the 

other hand, the turbidity trends in all three concentrations were similar to that of 1 M 

NaCl suspension, which show negligible dependence on the CaCl2 content. 
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Figure 4.6. The supernatant turbidity values of 5 wt% solid kaolinite suspension after 18 

hours settling versus MF dosage at pH 7.5 in mili-Q (not shown) and in the presence of 

0.01 M (■), 0.1 M (●) and 1 M (▲) Na (I) ions. 

 

Figure 4.7. The supernatant turbidity values of 5 wt% solid kaolinite suspension after 18 

hours settling versus MF dosage at pH 7.5 in mili-Q (not shown) and in the presence of 

0.01 M (■), 0.1 M (●) and 1 M (▲) Ca (II) ions. 
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4.3.1.3 Zeta potential 

Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 show the zeta potential of the supernatants of suspension 

in NaCl and CaCl2 after 18 hours above settling tests respectively. The zeta potential of 

the supernatant of kaolinite in mili-Q was not measured due to the effects of anomalous 

surface conductance on the zeta potential under electrolyte concentration below 5 mM 

[31]. It was found that the magnitude of zeta potential was significantly reduced by 

adding salt. The zeta potential was decreased from around -40 mV to -13 mV when the 

concentration of NaCl was increased from 0.01 M to 1 M. By adding 0.01 M and 0.1 M 

CaCl2 the zeta potential was reduced to between -13 mV and -5 mV, which was in 

accordance with the study of Mpofu et al. [8]. Further increasing the CaCl2 concentration 

to 1 M can reverse the sign of zeta potential. The treatment of MF was found to have 

little effect on the zeta potential value. 

 

Figure 4.8. The zeta potential values of kaolinite particles in the supernatant of 5 wt% 

solid kaolinite suspension after 18 hours settling at pH 7.5 in the presence of 0.01 M (■), 

0.1 M (●) and 1 M (▲) Na (I) ions. 
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Figure 4.9. The zeta potential values of kaolinite particles in the supernatant of 5 wt% 

solid kaolinite suspension after 18 hours settling at pH 7.5 in the presence of 0.01 M (■), 

0.1 M (●) and 1 M (▲) Ca (II) ions. 

4.3.2 Mica-mica interaction in polymer solution with salt 

Table 4.2. Key parameters in force measurement. 

Solution 

Confined 

polymer 

thickness 

(nm) 

Distance of 

obvious force 

observed (nm) 

Adhesive 

force (mN/m) 

No salt 7.8±0.9 60.0±4.9 N/A 

0.01 M NaCl 7.7±0.4 30.2±4.8 N/A 

0.1 M NaCl 7.3±0.8 20.2±3.8 N/A 

1 M NaCl 3.7±0.6 19.4±3.2 -2.8±0.4 

0.01 M CaCl2 4.5±0.5 17.4±2.5 -0.6±0.1 

0.1 M CaCl2 3.7±0.9 15.2±3.0 -3.0±0.5 

1 M CaCl2 3.6±0.8 14.6±2.6 -6.5±0.2 
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Figure 4.10. Interaction forces between two mica surfaces in 5 ppm MF solution without 

salt at 30 mins incubation. 

The interaction forces between two mica surfaces in 5 ppm MF solution with 

various salt concentrations and types at 30 mins incubation are shown in Figure 4.10 to 

Figure 4.12. The key parameters in these measurements are presented in Table 4.2. 

Purely repulsive forces were measured between mica surfaces in 5 ppm MF solution 

without salt during both approaching and separation stages, which may be due to the 

steric repulsion between the absorbed MF chains on mica (Figure 4.10). Obvious 

repulsive force in the approaching stage was observed at the distance of 60.0 nm. A 

confined polymer thickness of 7.8 nm was recorded. Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 indicate 

that the addition of salts has profound influence to the interaction of two surfaces. By 

increasing the NaCl concentration from 0.01 M to 1 M the repulsion forces during 

approaching stages were gradually reduced as well as the distance of obvious force 

observed and the confined polymer thickness (Figure 4.11). An adhesive force of ~2.8 

mN/m was observed during the separation stages in MF solution with 1 M NaCl (Figure 

4.11(c)). In MF with CaCl2 solutions (Figure 4.12) the repulsion during approaching  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4.11. Interaction forces between two mica surfaces in 5 ppm MF solution of 

different NaCl concentrations: (a) 0.01M, (b) 0.1 M and (c) 1 M after 30 mins incubation. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4.12. Interaction forces between two mica surfaces in 5 ppm MF solution of 

different CaCl2 concentrations: (a) 0.01M, (b) 0.1 M, and (c) 1 M after 30 mins 

incubation. 
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stages was extensively reduced. The adhesive interactions increasing with CaCl2 

concentration were measured in all MF with CaCl2 solutions. It is noted that the adhesive 

force observed correlated very well with the trend of turbidity curve in Figure 4.8 and 

Figure 4.9: if adhesive force was measured under certain solution condition (salt type and 

concentration), the turbidity of kaolinite suspension of the same solution condition would 

decrease with the addition of MF. Otherwise the turbidity increased with the addition of 

MF. 

In order to understand the nature of the interaction between two mica surfaces 

covered by MF, the force-distance profiles during approaching stage were fitted using the 

scaling theory originally developed by Alexander and de Gennes and modified by Pincus 

[32], which describes the steric forces between surfaces grafted with polyelectrolytes in 

solution of various salt concentrations. It was assumed that all of the counterions are 

trapped within the polyelectrolyte brush as suggested by most previous theories [32-35]. 

For polyelectrolytes that are end-grafted to the solid surfaces, the mean-field scaling 

theories distinguish two regimes depending on the concentration of the counterions 

confined in the brush and the ionic strength in the solution, namely osmotic brush regime 

and ‘salt brush’ regime. The concentrations of the counterions in brush can be calculated 

from the neutrality condition of the brush, i.e. 2

0 0/ ( )c N L s , where α is the ratio of 

the total number of free mobile counterions to the total number of monomer segments N, 

L0 is the thickness of unperturbed polyelectrolyte layer and s is the grafting density of the 

brush. When the concentration of counterions inside the brush (c0) is greater than external 

salt concentration in bulk solution (cs), the stretching of the polyelectrolytes is induced by 

the osmotic pressure of the counterions confined in the brush (
1 0/osmF NkT L  where k 

is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature). This regime is named osmotic brush 

regime. When the external salt concentration is higher than the concentration of the 
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confined counterions inside the brush, this regime is named ‘salt brush’ regime. In this 

regime the electrostatic interaction between chain segments is screened. The brush is still 

stretched by the exclude-volume repulsion where chain may still be swollen within a 

Debye length. The stretching force can be modeled as 2 2 2 2

2 0/ ( )osm sF kTN c L s . The 

thickness of the brush layer L0 is determined by the balance of stretching force and elastic 

force of the brush ( 2

03 / ( )elaF L kT Na  where a is the length of a monomer unit) and can 

be expressed by 1/2

0( ) osmL Na  and 2/3 2/3 1/3 1/3

0( )   salt sL Na c  for osmotic brush and 

salt brush regimes respectively. Equation (4.1) and equation (4.2) modified from Balastre 

et al. [17] are used to model the approaching force-distance profiles obtained in this study: 

21
12

0 0

( ) 2
{[( ) 1] ln( )}

2 2
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R a c s L D
 

(c0<cs)  (4.2) 

where R is the radius of the curved surfaces in SFA, D is the separation between two 

mica surfaces, A1 and A2 are the prefactors to normalize the unknown term of s, and B1 

and B2 are the prefactors that describe the relationship between elastic force and osmotic 

force. 

Since the Na-acrylate groups on MF (pKa = 4.5) is fully dissociated at pH = 7.5, α 

can be considered equal to the charge density of MF, which equals to 0.27. The length of 

the monomer unit is considered as twice of the C-C bond, i.e. a = 0.308 nm. Since MF is 

a long chain polyelectrolyte, the definitions of L0 and s are different from traditional 

brush polymers. As shown in Figure 4.13, L0 is the length of the most extended loop or 
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tail of the MF adsorbing on the mica surface (measured by the SFA) and s is the distance 

between two anchors, which is normalized by A1 and A2. 

 

Figure 4.13. Schematic of the parameters used in fitting. 

Table 4.3. Fitting parameters for measured force-distance profiles shown in Figure 4.14. 

Parameters No salt 0.01 M NaCl 0.1 M NaCl 1 M NaCl 

L0 (nm) 30.0 15.1 10.9 9.7 

A1/s
2
 (nm

-2
) 6.2×10

-4
 N/A N/A N/A 

B1 2.20 N/A N/A N/A 

A2/s
(10/3)

 (nm
-10/3

) N/A 3.9×10
-5

 5.6×10
-5

 5.7×10
-5

 

B2 N/A 2.00 2.25 2.55 

The parameters used in the fitting are shown in Table 4.3. Data of MF in mili-Q 

water was found well fitted by equation (4.1) while data of MF solution with NaCl from 

0.01 M to 1 M was found well fitted by equation (4.2). As shown in Figure 4.14, none of 

the measured force curves exhibited exponential tail of the double layer force, which 

indicates the steric interactions occurred before the overlapping of counterions clouds of 
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the two MF layers. Therefore the assumption that all the counterions are trapped inside 

the MF brush is correct. The thickness of the MF layer decreased with the increasing of 

salt content indicating the collapse of the conformation of MF on mica surface. The 

increasing of A2/s
(10/3)

 indicates that as NaCl became concentrated the MF on mica 

surface formed more small loops in solution. In all the fittings B1 or B2 is between 2.00 

and 2.55, which indicates the osmotic repulsion overwhelmed the elastic force in both 

regimes. The deviation of the fitting at the distance where the MF layer was highly 

compressed could be resulted from the interactions between MF molecules under the 

outmost MF layer. Similar results have been reported in the study of the interaction 

between two polystyrene layers [36]. It was found the force distance profiles obtained in 

MF solutions with CaCl2 could not be fitted by aforementioned model. The most likely 

reason is that Ca
2+

 formed complexation between acrylate groups and deprotonated 

silanol groups, which led to the further collapse of MF layer and additional attractive 

forces other than the elastic force and osmotic repulsive force. 
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 (a) (b) 

 
 (c) (d) 

Figure 4.14. Measured force-distance profiles between two mica surfaces in MF solutions 

during approaching stage (black dots) and theoretical fitting (red curves) : (a) no salt 

added fitted by equation (4.1); (b)(c)(d) 0.01 M to 1 M NaCl fitted by equation (4.2). 
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Figure 4.15. Measured force-distance profile between two mica surfaces in MF solutions 

containing 0.01 M CaCl2 during approaching stage. 

4.3.3 Conformation of MF molecules in solution of different salt concentrations 

Table 4.4. Hydrodynamic radii of MF in solution of different salt concentration. 

Salt 

concentration 

Hydrodynamic radii (RH, nm) 

NaCl CaCl2 

No salt 364.0 

0.01 M 69.9 83.7 

0.1 M 81.3 102.8 

1 M 91.9 109.4 

The hydrodynamic radii (RH) of MF molecules in salt solution are shown in Table 

4.4. It was found by adding 0.01 M salts the RH was reduced from 364 nm to less than 84 

nm. The larger RH in 0.01 M CaCl2 solution than that in 0.01 M NaCl solution could be 

due to the interaction between the –COO
-
 groups in the MF molecules and Ca

2+ 
ions [14], 

which led to the aggregation of MF molecules. Further increasing the salt concentration 

led to a growth of RH. It is speculated that the inter-molecular hydrogen bonding was 
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revealed by the compression of electrostatic repulsion force, which also led to the 

aggregation of MF and the increasing of RH measured. 

4.3.4 Adsorption of MF molecules on model clay surfaces 

The frequency and dissipation change of silica sensors induced by MF adsorption 

are shown in Figure 4.16 to Figure 4.22. The adsorption on silica sensor in MF mili-Q 

solution was negligible due to the electrostatic repulsion between the negatively charged 

segments and the silica surface. The effect of adding 0.01 M and 0.1 M of NaCl was 

insignificant. However when 1 M of NaCl was introduced into the system a frequency 

drop of 22.32 Hz was observed after the removal of unbonded MF. In MF in CaCl2 

solutions, the adsorption was immediately observed (Δf ≈ -5.58 Hz) when 0.01 M CaCl2 

was added. Further increase the CaCl2 content led to a higher adsorption amount on the 

silica sensor than in lower CaCl2 content. Again, the adsorption of MF on silica surfaces 

was correlated well with the turbidity change in kaolinite suspensions and the force 

measurements of mica surfaces between two mica surfaces in MF solutions in a similar 

way discussed in Section 4.3.2. When considering the effect of salt type, CaCl2 was 

found to have a more significant effect on the adsorption than NaCl when the same 

amount of salt was added, which could be due to CaCl2 can more efficiently compress the 

double layer and also form metal complex within MF molecules as well as between MF 

molecules and surface functional groups. 
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Figure 4.16. Change of frequency and energy dissipation associated with the adsorption 

of MF on QCM-D silica sensors in mili-Q water 

 

Figure 4.17. Change of frequency and energy dissipation associated with the adsorption 

of MF on QCM-D silica sensors in 0.01 M NaCl solution 
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Figure 4.18. Change of frequency and energy dissipation associated with the adsorption 

of MF on QCM-D silica sensors in 0.01 M CaCl2 solution 

 

Figure 4.19. Change of frequency and energy dissipation associated with the adsorption 

of MF on QCM-D silica sensors in 0.1 M NaCl solution 
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Figure 4.20. Change of frequency and energy dissipation associated with the adsorption 

of MF on QCM-D silica sensors in 0.1 M CaCl2 solution 

 

Figure 4.21. Change of frequency and energy dissipation associated with the adsorption 

of MF on QCM-D silica sensors in 1 M NaCl solution 
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Figure 4.22. Change of frequency and energy dissipation associated with the adsorption 

of MF on QCM-D silica sensors in 1 M CaCl2 solution 

The frequency and dissipation change of alumina sensors induced by MF 

adsorption are shown in Figure 4.23 to Figure 4.29. The frequency changes of alumina 

sensors in mili-Q water and 0.01 M salt (NaCl or CaCl2) solutions were higher than that 

of silica sensors under the same condition, which indicates a higher mass uptake of 

negatively charged MF on positively charged alumina sensors than negatively charged 

silica sensors. In MF with 0.1 M NaCl solution, such a difference was still observed. 

However in solutions of MF with 0.1 M CaCl2 or 1 M salts (both NaCl and CaCl2), the 

difference between silica and alumina sensors diminished. It could be due to the double 

layer force between MF and the surfaces was screened in concentrated salt solution, the 

adsorption was less determined by the charge properties of the surfaces. 
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Figure 4.23. Change of frequency and energy dissipation associated with the adsorption 

of MF on QCM-D alumina sensors in mili-Q water 

 

Figure 4.24. Change of frequency and energy dissipation associated with the adsorption 

of MF on QCM-D alumina sensors in 0.01 M NaCl solution 
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Figure 4.25. Change of frequency and energy dissipation associated with the adsorption 

of MF on QCM-D alumina sensors in 0.01 M CaCl2 solution 

 

Figure 4.26. Change of frequency and energy dissipation associated with the adsorption 

of MF on QCM-D alumina sensors in 0.1 M NaCl solution 
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Figure 4.27. Change of frequency and energy dissipation associated with the adsorption 

of MF on QCM-D alumina sensors in 0.1 M CaCl2 solution 

 

Figure 4.28. Change of frequency and energy dissipation associated with the adsorption 

of MF on QCM-D alumina sensors in 1 M NaCl solution 
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Figure 4.29. Change of frequency and energy dissipation associated with the adsorption 

of MF on QCM-D alumina sensors in 1 M CaCl2 solution 

4.3.5 Interaction between MF and clay particles surfaces 

Based on the settling tests, zeta potential measurements, force measurements, 

adsorption measurement using QCM-D and the hydrodynamic radii determined in 

different salt solutions, the different settling behaviors of kaolinite suspensions are 

proposed to be mainly caused by the differences in the interaction forces among kaolinite 

surfaces and polymer flocculants as well as molecular conformations of flocculants under 

various solution conditions. 

Figure 4.30(a) and (b) shows the schematic of MF’s interaction with silica and 

alumina surfaces respectively when salt is not added into the solution. The conformation 

of MF in the salt free solution was expanded due to the intra-molecular steric and 

electrical repulsions, as measured by DLS. The isoelectric points of silica and alumina 

are 1.7-3.5 and 8-9 respectively [37]. Therefore at the pH = 7.5, silica surfaces were 

negatively charged while alumina surfaces were slightly positively charged. The 
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adsorption of MF on silica surface was negligible (Figure 4.30(a)) due to the electrostatic 

repulsion between MF’s negatively charged segments and the silica surface. As measured 

by SFA the interaction between two mica surfaces in solution without salt (Figure 4.10) 

was purely repulsive and obvious repulsive force was observed at D ≈ 60.0 nm, which 

suggests the force between MF molecules and mica surfaces was repulsive and the 

molecules on mica surfaces were in expanded conformation. The negligible frequency 

change in Figure 4.16 also indicates that the adsorption was very weak. The MF 

adsorption on alumina surface (Figure 4.23) was stronger than that on silica surface due 

to the electrostatic attraction and hydrogen bonding that possibly existed between 

molecules and alumina surfaces. However the expanded conformation and the inter-

molecular repulsion prevented further adsorption of MF (Figure 4.30(b)). 

When salts of high concentration were introduced into the system, the electrostatic 

forces in the system were suppressed, which led to the screening of inter/intra-molecular 

repulsion as well as the electrostatic interaction between molecules and particles. 

Therefore the collapsed conformation was preferable for the MF molecules. The 

collapsed molecules could aggregate with each other due to the hydrogen bonding formed 

between molecules. Meanwhile the impact of charge properties of different surfaces to 

the polymer adsorption was diminished. Thus the frequency changes on silica and 

alumina sensors were almost identical in the concentrated solution of the same type salt, 

which were shown in Figure 4.21 and Figure 4.28, Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.29 

respectively. The absence of electrostatic repulsion (either intermolecular or between 

molecule and surfaces) and the collapsed conformation allowed MF molecules to form 

more hydrogen bonds with the surface and to form a denser parked polymer layer on the 

surface. Therefore adhesive forces were observed under high salt concentration by SFA 

and the frequency drops on both sensors were higher in concentrated salt solution than in 
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mili-Q water. The effect of CaCl2 was more profound than that of NaCl. The reason 

could be that CaCl2 can more effectively compress the double layer than NaCl. The metal 

complexation formed by Ca
2+

 between carboxyl groups could turn MF molecules into 

more condensed conformation and form aggregation between more molecules, which 

may also contribute to the more effective adhesion and adsorption enhancement observed. 
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 (a) (b) 

 
 (c) (d) 
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 (e) (f) 

 

Figure 4.30. Schematic of MF’s interaction with silica and alumina surfaces in solutions. 

4.4 Conclusions 

The effect of NaCl and CaCl2 on the settling of MF treated kaolinite, conformation 

of MF and the interaction between MF and silica & alumina surfaces were investigated in 

this study. The following conclusions can be drawn from this study: 

(1) Both NaCl and CaCl2 can increase the maximum ISR of MF treated kaolinite at 

the salt concentration of 0.01 M and 0.1 M. Adding 1 M salts reduce the maximum ISR, 
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which could due to the shrink of MF on particle surface reduced the bridging chance 

between particles. Adding salts also increased the MF consumption. 

(2) The effect of CaCl2 was more significant than that of NaCl, which could be due 

to CaCl2 can more efficiently compress the double layer and can also form metal complex 

within MF molecules as well as between MF molecules and surface functional groups. 

(3) Introducing NaCl and CaCl2 into system reduced the repulsion force between 

two mica surfaces bearing MF and induced hydrogen bonding when more than 1 M NaCl 

and 0.01 M CaCl2 were added. 

(4) The addition of salts changed the conformation of MF and facilitated the 

formation of hydrogen bonding with silica and alumina surfaces, which led to the 

adsorption enhancement. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusions and Future Work 

5.1 Major conclusions 

Multiple techniques were applied in this work to study the effect of salinity on the 

flocculation of tailings or clays treated by polymeric flocculants. Settling test associated 

with turbidity and zeta potential measurements were used in both real tailings and 

kaolinite suspension to evaluate the efficiency of each flocculant. Dynamic light 

scattering was used to monitor the conformation of the flocculants in bulk solutions. The 

flocculation mechanism of MF was specifically studied by SFA and QCM-D. The major 

findings and conclusions of this thesis work are summarized as follows: 

1) In real tailings, the maximum ISR of MF treated tailings (both freshwater and 

saline tailings) were higher than that of tailings treated by PAM and Al-PAM. 

However the turbidity of MF treated freshwater tailings was significantly higher 

than freshwater tailings treated by the other two flocculants. 

2) The increasing of salinity could increase the maximum ISR and reduce the 

turbidity of real tailings treated by all three flocculants. However the 

consumption of MF was higher in saline tailings than in freshwater tailings. 

3) The different settling behaviors of MF treated freshwater and saline tailings are 

attributed to the change of the conformation of MF and the interaction between 

MF and surfaces under different salinity. In freshwater tailings, the formation of 

relatively short range hydrogen bonding between the primary amide on MF and 

the sites on particle surface was inhibited by the long-range EDL repulsion. The 

expanded conformation and weak bridging force resulted the formation of large 

loose flocs in MF treated freshwater tailings and turbid supernatant. In saline 
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tailings, the hydrogen bonds between MF molecule and particles could be formed 

and the bridging effect was enhanced because of the compression of the EDL 

repulsion range. Therefore large flocs were tightly formed at high dosage of MF 

and higher maximum ISR was achieved in saline tailings. 

4) The conformation PAM and Al-PAM and their interaction with particles were 

not affected by the change of salinity. Therefore the settling behaviors of the real 

tailings treated by PAM and Al-PAM were determined by the competing of EDL 

repulsive force, attractive van der Waals forces and bridging forces between 

particles. 

5) Both NaCl and CaCl2 can increase the maximum ISR of MF treated kaolinite at 

the salt concentration of 0.01 M and 0.1 M. Adding 1 M salts reduce the 

maximum ISR, which could due to the shrink of MF on particle surface reduced 

the bridging chance between particles. Meanwhile adding salts also increased the 

MF consumption. 

6) The effect of CaCl2 was more significant than that of NaCl, which could be due 

to CaCl2 can more efficiently compress the double layer and can also form metal 

complex within MF molecules as well as between MF molecules and surface 

functional groups. 

7) Introducing NaCl and CaCl2 into system reduced the repulsion force between two 

mica surfaces bearing MF and induced hydrogen bonding when more than 1 M 

NaCl and 0.01 M CaCl2 were added. 

8) The addition of salts changed the conformation of MF and facilitated the 

formation of hydrogen bonding with silica and alumina surfaces, which led to the 

adsorption enhancement. 
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5.2 Contributions to the original knowledge 

The effect of salt on mineral tailings flocculation has been studied by previous 

studies in terms of the salt type and concentration. However this study is the first of its 

kind to investigate the settling of mineral particles in high salinity environment, which is 

beneficial for using seawater as substitution of freshwater in mineral processing. The 

probing of molecular conformation of the polymer flocculants and the measurement of 

forces between surfaces with polymer absorbed under corresponding condition elucidated 

the flocculation mechanism in microscopic scale, which makes it possible to improve the 

saline tailings treatment by developing new polymer flocculants. 

5.3 Future work 

5.3.1 Enhancement of settling 

In present study MF was identified as the most effective flocculant to treat saline 

tailings. However a lot of questions remain unanswered before it being applied to 

practical application.  

1) The salinity of the real tailings provided by Teck is lower than real seawater due 

to the dilution by freshwater rivers. Therefore it would be necessary to 

investigate the sedimentation in tailings prepared according to seawater recipe.  

2) According to the settling results of kaolinite with different concentration of NaCl 

and CaCl2, the optimum salt concentration could be located between 0.01 M and 

0.1 M salt. It can be speculated that higher maximum ISR could be achieved if 

the saline tailings were diluted by freshwater. Therefore the optimum level of 

dilution needs to be determined by experiment. 
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3) From present study it is speculated that a long chain anionic flocculant is 

favorable for the settling of saline tailings. It would be interesting to study the 

influence of chain length (molecular weight) to the ISR and turbidity. 

5.3.2 Flocculation mechanism 

The settling test of model kaolinite suspension with various salt concentrations and 

the interaction between flocculant and particle surfaces were studied to illuminate the 

flocculation mechanism under high salinity. In present study the effect of NaCl and CaCl2 

concentrations on the flocculation was studied. Following studies would help gain a more 

comprehensive picture of the flocculation in saline tailings: 

1) Since Mg
2+

 is the second richest ion in seawater, the effect of Mg
2+

 is worth 

investigating even though it could have similar behavior as Ca
2+

. 

2) In present study mica surface was used to mimic the silica basal plane in 

kaolinite to study the interaction between flocculant and the basal plane of 

kaolinite in SFA. It is desirable to coat alumina on mica and study the interaction 

between flocculant and alumina component. 

3) Zeta potential measurement was used to characterize the charge property of 

kaolinite. However this characterization is quite rough due to the heterogeneous 

structure of kaolinite. The measurement of stream potential on mica and alumina 

surfaces will provide more accurate information of the particular surfaces. 

4) After the study of MF, the flocculation mechanism of nonionic PAM could be a 

valuable complement to the current study. 


